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The representation of finite groups is an important branch of mordern
mathematics. Character theory is one of the main tools of the representa-
tion of finite groups over the complex field, it has close relationship with
the structure of finite groups. In fact, how the number and the degree of
nonlinear irreducible characters of finite groups influnce the structure of
groups is an important issue of category theory. This academic disserta-
tion focuses on these problems.
In this academic dissertation, we study the groups which have a prime
number and same degree of nonlinear irreducible characters over the com-
plex field, in these conditions, we classify the finite groups when they
are nilpotent but not 2-group, also we classify the groups when they are
non-nilpotent and the commutator subgroup is minimal. The whole dis-
sertation includes three chapters.
In the first chapter, we introduce the groundwork of this text, also
the research direction and the trends of the development.
In the second chapter, we list some fundamental concepts and facts,
including special p-group, extraspecial p-group, semi-extraspecial p-group
and Frobenius group, also some important lemmas such as the famous
Clifford’s correspondence theorem. They give a necessary preparation for
the third chapter.
In the third chapter, we solve the problems which this academic dis-
sertation focuses on by means of the properties of nilpotent and non-














In the first section,we prove that the nilpotent group but not 2-group
satisfying our conditions is a direct product of an extraspecial-2 group
with a prime oreder group.
In the second section, first we prove that the commutator subgroup
of a non-nilpotent group which has three nonlinear irreducible characters
and their degrees are same is minimal normal. Then we consider more
general case. We prove that the groups which satisfying our conditions
and whose commutator subgroup is minimal normal are divided into three
distinct classes. The first are Frobenius Groups. The second are direct
products of a Frobenius group with an elementary abelian group. The
third have their factor group G/Z(G) as a Frobenius group.
Keywords: nonlinear irreducible character; the degree of irreducible
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} Passman,Isaacs / Garrisonx |cd(G)| ≤ 3gor	~KL/zean*j*} [7][8][9][11]. }x#qM3 S = {1, a, b},
a, b℄q6℄ a, b4#qS^Thomas Noritzsch[10]I'4
cd(G) = S gog#y
}} Irr1(G) (O Irr1(G) G cd(G)g nzogjBerkovich ea'{ j*
 1992 OD
<IB=x-	KNf#R6t-# (P |Irr1(G)| = |cd(G)| − 1)g=wo [1].1994ODx |Irr1(G)| = 8g=woI'











6 ODBxx-	KNf#R6_=$# (P |Irr1(G)| = |cd(G)|)g=woI'
 [4][5].m_g:I#G1b= gGRG j1N/












m#o G ℄ F- omo G 	
k℄ F-oGHjaogpImo G go G/Z(G) ℄ F- o
:Bg&bB8g,/4It&#g	3bv
[6].  N EG, θ ℄ N g#Nf#. IG(θ) ℄ θ S G |geqoP IG(θ) = {g ∈ G|θg = θ}.   IG(θ) = G, Y= θ & G- -"
R.
Irr(G|θ) %! G gHS θ g-	KÆNf#M3P Irr(G|θ) =
{χ ∈ Irr(G)|[χH, θ] 6= 0}.Lin(G) %!o G gxNf#M3
-Wg:8 G′ %!o G g^o Z(G) %!o G g|
 F (G)/ Φ(G) 













Zha`YXegT[ibjS^`fVUhd_ 737 F<fCM*0TS#_g:*sm#= q//2j*xCb(7qgiB& g
-W_|IiBg2bv [6] |glP

§2.1 p- qgoI p- o= gR	3bv [15] / [16] |gq/
4. 2.1.1[15,16] o G ℄ p- o=o G ℄N/ p- o}*G4o*$S^n#
(i) o G ℄Hja p- o
(ii) Z(G) = G′ = Φ(G) &Hjag
4. 2.1.2[15,16] o G ℄agN/ p- of |Z(G)| = p, Y=o
G ℄;N/ p- o
g:l G/Φ(G) &HjaoY;N/ p- o4o?2gS^
28B';N/ p- ogV
/S 2.1.1[15] . G ℄a p- oG/Z(G) ℄HjaoZ(G)=
Y












8 4. 2.1.3[10] o G ℄a p- o x Z(G) gw#LXo N4 G/N ℄;N/ p- oY=o G ℄;N/ p- o
 C;N/ p- o={jYg
<	3bv [10][14]. buXbv [10] |jYgNf#
<
/S 2.1.2[10] G ℄a p- oY(o$j1jY
(1) G ℄;N/ p- o




o?sI Frobenius ogR	3bv [16] |gq/
4. 2.2.1[16]  G &=wo 1 < H < G. }* H ⋂Hg = 1,∀g ∈
G−H , Y= G ℄ Co H g Frobenius o (℄= F - o), *= H ℄
G g Frobenius , (℄= F - ,). } N = G − ⋃g∈G(Hg − 1) f G g
F - .
O Frobenius =#
gqP}* G ℄ Co H g F -oY ∃N EG, = G = NH,N ⋂H = 1.(Th%o N P℄ F -.&; H \#mqg
)/S 2.2.1[6]  N E G,   CG(x) ≤ N x ∀1 6= x ∈ N , Y(o$j1> 
(i) ∀ϕ ∈ Irr(N), ϕ 6= IN , = IG(ϕ) = N / ϕG ∈ Irr(G).











Zha`YXegT[ibjS^`fVUhd_ 9O 2 2.2.1 |j1 (i) T& G ℄ F - ogGS^P&
F - ogjYNf#
<	3bv [17].o?I F - ogjYNo1
<
/S 2.2.2[6]  N EG,G = NH,N ∩H = 1, Yo G &( H ℄ F -,g F - ogGS^& CG(x) ≤ N x ∀1 6= x ∈ N .g:-%Nf#uQ8 F - ogGoyiB2
E_
 G
uÆxw-g g ∈ G − H , iB H ⋂Hg = 1. 





Hx, C&US 1 6= y2 ∈ H  y1 = yx2 = y2[y2, x]. 1
N E G = [y2, x] ∈ N , C& y−12 y1 ∈ N , B y−12 y1 ∈ H , } N ∩H = 1, 
y−12 y1 = 1, P y2 = y1. ;O|= yx2 = y2, P y2 ∈ CG(x). G CG(x) ≤ N5z
G
ei
iUS x ∈ N , = CG(x) 6≤ N . YUS y ∈ CG(x) 4
y ∈ G−N . 1 G & F - o}q/ 2.2.1  y = hg, [| h ∈ H, g ∈ G.Y g−1hgx = xg−1hg, P h = gxg−1hgx−1g−1, Y Hgxg−1 ⋂H 6= 1, S}
gxg−1 = 1, P x = 1 5z
ei
O(i) ;2 2.2.1O[S	l2 2.2.2|XaO G = NH, N∩
H = 1 &{Eg
O(ii) F - ogjYNo1
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